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SUPPLEMENT

The Week
A personal view of current medicopolitical events

The 400 or so doctors attending the BMA's biennial scientific
meeting in Cairo this week flew from a Britain shaken by city
riots to an Egypt shaken by the hijacking near Port Said of an
Italian cruise ship. Such events put the problems of Britain's
NHS into perspective, as does the social milieu of Egypt, a
country where the birth rate is among the highest in the
world and where good health would be achieved more from
improvement in basic facilities such as piped water and
sewers than from the application of costly high technology
Western medicine. Even so, the Egyptian authorities have
made progress in the face of great difficulties, as no doubt the
conference will hear. I believe that nothing but good will
come from the BMA's choice of Egypt instead of continuing
with the customary conference/tourist circuit of Westernised
cities. Will India, Malaya, or Kenya be more than gleams in
council members' eyes in the planning of future meetings? I
hope so. No doubt much will depend on the experience in
Cairo, and I look forward to the forthcoming report in the
BM7.

* * *

Meanwhile back at the ranch the subjects of management,
money, and manpower, or money, management, and man-
power, or manpower, money, and management recur with
such tedious frequency at medicopolitical meetings that soon
I shall be counting doctors, managers, and pounds to cure my
nocturnal insomnia. They certainly cure my committee
insomnia.

Last week the Joint Consultants Committee met, and
its chairman, Mr Tony Grabham (who was, incidentally,
instrumental in planning the Cairo meeting), warned
his colleagues, firstly, that time was running out for solving
the staffing structure, and, secondly, about the profession's
increasing disillusion with the Griffiths management reforms
(p 1142). Victor Paige, chairman of the NHS Management
Board, addressed members after lunch, which was held, like
the meeting, in the BMA's new committee room complex
built into the top of the great hall. (Some senior members of
the Department of Health and Social Security, who with the
Chief Medical Officer customarily dine with JCC members
before the afternoon's "joint discussions," were quite con-
fused by the maze of corridors, stairs, and doors, and I had to
point them in the direction of prelunch sherry. Would that
they showed such confusion during the "discussions.")

I hope that Mr Paige wasn't deceived by the custom ofJCC
members to phrase their criticisms in gentlemanly terms,
delivered "piano moderato" rather than in the "fortissimo
accelerando" so beloved of some BMA gatherings. The
meeting was private so I know not exactly what transpired.
Word seeped out, however, that Mr Paige-who gave, it

seems, a lacklustre performance-was told that doctors were
so disenchanted with the outcome of Griffiths that they could
well wash their hands of the whole exercise. Fighting words
indeed-however softly delivered.

* * *

Such a prophecy is more likely to come to pass if Mr
Paige's general managers make a habit of dispatching letters
like the one I saw recently. Emanating from a district in
Greater London and dated 30 September, it read as follows.

I have now had the opportunity of being in the chair for the last three
meetings of the district management team and observing the way in
which we have conducted our affairs. Whilst I quite understand the
significance of doing business in this way, I believe there may have been
a tendency to overcommit the team unnecessarily to deal with too much
detail at each session. This has meant that each meeting has taken up a
very considerable amount of time to the possible detriment of our
individual primary functions elsewhere.

I believe there is an alternative system which could be adopted
immediately and which would still allow the fullest consultation.

I intend, therefore, to disband the present district management team
from 1 October 1985 and subsequently deal with all future policy
matters through a small working group under my chairmanship. This
group will consist of the present district administrator and district
treasurer, and when appropriate, we will of course seek the necessary
professional advice from other management experts and advisors within
the District.

Although this is an interim measure pending my final assessment of
the management structure, I would hope that this procedural change
will help improve the flow of policy decisions throughout the district.

District management teams may not be perfect instru-
ments of power, but such swift execution smacks more of
civil war than civil reform. Managers may have memories of
the arrogance of some doctors, but replacing medical auto-
cracy with administrative autocracy is no way to improve
management-pace the National Association of Health
Authorities, which has just published a robust defence of
NHS administrators (12 October, p 1066).

* * *

On a more constructive note I draw readers' attention to a
book, NHS Management Perspectives for Doctors, just
published by the King's Fund. A compilation of a series of
BMJ articles by authors knowledgeable about health service
management, with a foreward by Dr Maurice Burrows,
chairman of the Central Committee for Hospital Medical
Services, the book is modestly priced at £5-50, and the
Journal is grateful to the King's Fund, 126 Albert St,
London NW1 7NF, for having taken on the publication and
distribution of the volume.
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